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ABSTRACT  

Protein is amongst the most plentiful organic molecules/particles in a living system 

transferring diverse structure&different functions than the additional classes of macro-

molecules. In this paperexperiment is performed on Molecular Dynamics simulation of Zein 

protein, the best recognizedprotein in the presence of gold nanoparticles. MD results help us 

identify the amino acids that play a key role in facilitating the interaction between protein and 

Au surface. Herein, discussion of the nature & the surface depletion of Zein in the presence 

of AuNP. Outcomes are further studied to understand protein connections up to 

molecular/particle level. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In a cell thousands of proteins are present with distinct applications. Some proteins that are 

generated form the plant or animals are processed/produced on the industrial scale for the 

food process. Technologies comprised in degradation & sources to these proteins must pay 

particular attention/alternative sources to the study of new proteins & methods/technique for 

protein removal. Proteins have many roles in food purposes such as techno active properties 

and bioactive properties[1], [2].  

The chemical character of a protein determines the potency of a protein that can also be 

modified by modification. This gives us new and innovative applications of proteins to make 

them relevant. The most important thing to understand is the chemical character and action 

behavior of a protein. These factors will also help us understand the potential applications of 

a protein in a particular field. Research these days helps us to study these proteins and apply 

them at the business and academic level[3]–[6].  

In the food industry corn is the largest and most important agricultural product and one of the 

components of corn has long been studied for food and feed use. Zein is a unique and 

versatile material and is one of the few corn proteins produced in a very pure material from. 
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Zein is an industrial protein that is well known for its high application in the food and 

pharmaceutical industries with a highly hydrophobic

 

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION  

An MD study is appropriate to identify specific amino

understand the complex nature and the interaction of zinc

energy versus time graph at 310K for the Zein

the system Figure 2. Zein mainly interacts through 

amino acids through hydrogen bonding. These remnants have discrete polar side chains 

respectively. Other MET and LEU residues with hydrophobic side chain and lying next to 

SER. These hydrophobic domains of zein discover the non

surfaces. 

Figure 1. Zein protein in the presence of Au slab.
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Figure 2. The total energy versus time graph at 310K for

 

Thus zein is highly regulated by its

hydrophobic surface of a protein. How electrostatic interactions play a very important role in 

understanding interactions, fig represents

area has positive area, red area has negative area and protein surface has neutral charge. 

Suppose SER is introduced into the part of one of three pole surfaces on a helical zein wheel. 

SER has a nonpolar side chain that makes it have high emission for a hydrogen bond that is 

dominant and helps the zein to interact with a gold surface. That kind of regulation of zein i.e. 

nonpolar, emitting with SER residues gives it poor surface saturation.

 

CONCLUSION  

Outcomes from the dynamic molecular simulation of protein interactions with gold slab show 
that the interaction between them is stimulated by the residues such as GLN and SER through 
hydrogen bonding. As in zein we have non
interactions play a major role. Such non
its large saturation on Au surface.
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